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Abstract
We investigate the problem of generating infor-
mative questions in information-asymmetric
conversations. Unlike previous work on ques-
tion generation which largely assumes knowl-
edge of what the answer might be, we are in-
terested in the scenario where the questioner is
not given the context from which answers are
drawn, but must reason pragmatically about
how to acquire new information, given the
shared conversation history. We identify two
core challenges: (1) formally defining the in-
formativeness of potential questions, and (2)
exploring the prohibitively large space of po-
tential questions to find the good candidates.
To generate pragmatic questions, we use rein-
forcement learning to optimize an informative-
ness metric we propose, combined with a re-
ward function designed to promote more spe-
cific questions. We demonstrate that the re-
sulting pragmatic questioner substantially im-
proves the informativeness and specificity of
questions generated over a baseline model, as
evaluated by our metrics as well as humans.
1 Introduction
Conversations are a primary means to seek and
communicate information between humans, where
asking the right question is an important prerequi-
site for effective exchange of knowledge. Learning
to ask questions in conversations can help computer
systems not only acquire new knowledge, but also
engage human interlocutors by making them feel
heard (Huang et al., 2017).
Previous work on question generation often falls
into three classes: generating questions according
to a discrete schema or end goal (Bordes et al.,
2017; Zhang et al., 2018), transforming the answer
statement into a question, usually with the help of
a rule-based system (Mitkov et al., 2003; Rus et al.,
2010; Heilman and Smith, 2010), or generating
questions with data-driven systems by conditioning
Background: Spandau Ballet (English band)
Spandau Ballet were an English new wave band formed in Islington, London, in 1979. Inspired by …
Topic: 1983--1989: International success and decline
The follow-up album, Parade, was released in June 
1984, and its singles were again big successes in 
the charts in Europe, Oceania and Canada.
What was the first indication of Spandau 
Ballet's success at the international level?
What were the notable songs from the 
album Parade?
What was the most popular single from 
the album?
What was the name of the album?
Ref
Ours
BL
Private
Knowledge
The band released their 
third album … The 
follow-up album, 
Parade, was released in 
June 1984, and its 
singles were again big 
successes in the charts 
in Europe, Oceania and 
Canada. The album’s 
opening song, “Only 
When You Leave”, 
became the band’s last 
American hit. …
Figure 1: Asking questions in a conversation to ac-
quire information. In this communication setting, the
question asker has access to the background and topic,
but no access to the private textual knowledge that
contains the answer. In this example, the baseline
non-pragmatic question generator (BL) generates an
uninformative question (one that has already been an-
swered), while our pragmatic system (Ours) and hu-
mans (Ref) actively seek new information.
on the context or rationale where the answer comes
from (Du et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2017). Despite
their successful adaptation to conversations to pre-
dict the question that elicits the observed answer
(Gao et al., 2019; Pan et al., 2019; Nakanishi et al.,
2019), they are not suitable for modeling communi-
cation of knowledge in open-domain conversations,
because the crucial problem of what to communi-
cate has already been assumed to be addressed by
conditioning on the schema of information need or
the context that contains the answer.
We instead study the problem of question gen-
eration in a more realistic setting, i.e., in open-
domain information-seeking conversations where
the question asker cannot access the answering
context. This is an important step towards prac-
tical natural language processing (NLP) systems
that can reason about the state of mind of agents
they interact with purely through natural language
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interactions, so that they can generate more help-
ful responses. In this paper, we build a question
generator that reasons pragmatically about what in-
formation the answerer can provide, and generates
questions to gather new information in a conversa-
tion (see Figure 1 for an example).
We identify several key challenges in this task:
(1) generating informative questions without access
to potential answers; (2) evaluating generated ques-
tions beyond comparing them to the reference ques-
tion, because multiple questions can reveal unseen
information despite being very different to each
other; (3) navigating a large search space of poten-
tial questions to improve informativeness by rea-
soning about the other agent’s knowledge, which
is more complex than limited reference games in
previous work on computational pragmatics.
To address these issues, we first develop a base-
line question generation model that generates ques-
tions in a conversation without conditioning on the
unseen knowledge. We then propose automatic
metrics to quantify how much new information
questions reveal, as well as how specific they are to
the conversation. Next, we use reinforcement learn-
ing to optimize our question generator on these met-
rics. We run our experiments on the QuAC dataset
and show that the proposed method substantially
improves the specificity and informativeness of the
generated questions as evaluated by our automatic
metrics. These results are corroborated by blinded
human evaluation, where questions generated by
our system are also of higher overall quality than
those by the baseline system as judged by humans.
To recap, our main contributions are:
• To the best of our knowledge, our work repre-
sents the first attempt at studying question gen-
eration to seek information in open-domain
communication, which involves challenging
NLP problems, e.g., evaluation of open-ended
language generation and pragmatic reasoning;
• To address these problems, we propose auto-
matic metrics to quantify the informativeness
and specificity of questions, which are essen-
tial for efficient iterative system development;
• We show that optimizing the proposed metrics
via reinforcement learning leads to a system
that behaves pragmatically and has improved
communication efficiency, as also verified by
human evaluation. This represents a practical
method for pragmatic reasoning in an open-
domain communication setting.
2 Related Work
Question Generation. Question generation has
been explored to improve the systems in various
natural language processing tasks, e.g., the quality
of question answering systems (Duan et al., 2017)
as well as information retrieval in an open-domain
question answering system (Nogueira et al., 2019).
Some of the first question generation systems are
rule-based (Mitkov et al., 2003; Rus et al., 2010;
Heilman and Smith, 2010). More recently, large-
scale question answering datasets, e.g., SQuAD
(Rajpurkar et al., 2016, 2018), have also kindled
research interest in data-driven approaches. Du
et al. (2017) and Zhou et al. (2017) apply sequence-
to-sequence (seq2seq) models to generate SQuAD
questions from Wikipedia sentences containing the
answers.
The release of large conversational question an-
swering datasets such as QuAC (Choi et al., 2018)
and CoQA (Reddy et al., 2019) enabled Gao et al.
(2019) and Nakanishi et al. (2019) to extend pre-
vious neural seq2seq question generators by con-
ditioning them on the conversation history and di-
recting attention to sentences and chunks in the
context paragraph that contain the answer, while
Pan et al. (2019) condition the question generator
on a rationale that implies what the answer might
be.
Despite their success, most existing approaches
to question generation are limited to either reading
comprehension settings where the context contain-
ing the answer is known to the question generator a
priori, or goal-oriented settings where the schema
of knowledge is limited (Bordes et al., 2017; Zhang
et al., 2018). This prevents them from being ap-
plied to an open-domain communication setting,
where the purpose of questions is to acquire infor-
mation that is unknown ahead of time.
Evaluating System-generated Questions. Au-
tomatic evaluation of system-generated text has
long been an important topic in NLP. Traditional
n-gram overlap-based approaches (Papineni et al.,
2002; Lin, 2004) are computationally efficient, but
have been shown to correlate poorly with human
judgement of quality (Novikova et al., 2017). More
recently, Zhang et al. (2020) relax the limitation
of exact n-gram overlap with the help of large
pretrained language models (BERT, Devlin et al.,
2019). Hashimoto et al. (2019) instead turn to com-
bining human judgement with system-reported like-
lihood of generated text to make population-level
estimates of quality and diversity. However, most
existing metrics either focus on evaluating gener-
ated text against very few references, or provide
only relative ranking for multiple systems at a pop-
ulation level rather than reliable feedback for each
example. This renders them inapplicable to our
task of generating informative questions in a con-
versation, where multiple questions can be equally
informative and relevant in a given scenario, and
per-example feedback is necessary.
Pragmatic Reasoning for Informativeness.
Pragmatic reasoning is tightly related to infor-
mativeness and efficiency in communication.
Grice (1975) outlines cooperative maxims for
conversational pragmatic reasoning, which are
developed into a computational framework for
reference games by Frank and Goodman (2012).
This framework has since been applied to reference
games with images (Andreas and Klein, 2016) and
colors (Monroe et al., 2017), as well as generating
descriptions for images (Cohn-Gordon et al.,
2019). Decision-theoretic principles (van Rooy,
2003) have also been applied to quantify the
informativeness of community questions where
the answer space is relatively limited (Rao and
Daume´ III, 2018). These approaches are based
on the assumption that either the list of referents
(images, colors, or answers) is enumerable or can
be directly sampled from, or that the space of
utterances (descriptions or questions) is enumer-
able, or both. More crucially, the speaker agent
usually has complete access to this information
to readily gauge the effect of different utterances.
These simplifying assumptions help reduce the
complexity of the inference problem, but they are
far from realistic. We instead study a more realistic
information-seeking setting, where the questioner
cannot access the answers, let alone aggregate
them for pragmatic reasoning.
3 Method
In this section, we outline the problem setup for
the communication problem we set out to address,
present a baseline system, and lay out our approach
to extending it to reason pragmatically to acquire
information more efficiently.
3.1 Problem Setup
We consider a communication game between two
agents, a teacher and a student (see Figure 1 for an
example). The two agents share a common topic
of discussion T (Background and Topic in the fig-
ure), as well as a common goal for the student to
acquire some knowledge K on this topic that only
the teacher has direct access to (Private Knowledge
in the figure). We consider the scenario where the
agents can only communicate to each other by en-
gaging in a conversation, where the conversation
history H is shared between the agents. We fur-
ther constrain the conversation to one where the
student asks questions about the shared topic, and
the teacher provides answers based on K.
In this paper, we are interested in building a
model of the student (question asker) in this sce-
nario. Specifically, we investigate how to enable
the student to reason pragmatically about which
questions to ask to efficiently acquire knowledge,
given only the topic T and the conversation history
H. This setting of information-seeking conversa-
tions involves many interesting and challenging
problems in natural language processing:
• Quantifying textual information. We need
to be able to quantify how much knowledge
the student has acquired from K.
• Evaluating language generation when a
single reference is insufficient. At any state
in the conversation, there is usually more than
one valid question, some more effective and
more appropriate than others. To address this
problem, we need to come up with evaluation
metrics and objective functions accordingly,
rather than relying on the similarity between
generated questions and the single reference
that is available in existing datasets.
• Pragmatic reasoning with partial informa-
tion and a large search space. In order to
train computational agents capable of prag-
matic reasoning, previous work typically takes
the approach of either limiting the space of
referents, or the space of possible utterances,
or both. However, the former is infeasible in a
communication setting as the student doesn’t
have access to K beyond what is already re-
vealed in the conversation, and the latter is
also impractical for natural conversations that
cover a diverse set of topics.
We address these challenges by proposing two
automatic reward functions that evaluate the infor-
mativeness and specificity of questions, and opti-
mizing them with reinforcement learning.
<WIKITITLE> Spandau Ballet </WIKITITLE> 
<BG> Spandau Balletwere an Englishnew waveband...</BG>
<SECTITLE> 1983--1989: … </SECTITLE>
Topic BiLSTM
QA Pair BiLSTM
QA Pair BiLSTM
<QUES> What was … ? </QUES>
<ANS> The follow-up album, …</ANS>
<QUES> What were …? </QUES>
<ANS> The album’s opening … </ANS> C
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w/ attention
What other songs were on 
the album?
Topic Encoder Conversation History Encoder
Question Decoder
(a) Question Generator Model
Hierarchical 
Conversation GRUs
Question Answering Model Question Classifier
The band released their third album 
...The follow-up album, Parade, was 
released in June 1984, and ...
BiGRU BiGRU
What other songs 
were on the album?
Bi-Attention
BiGRUs
+ Self-Attention
+ Residual Conn.
Answer start/end indices
Shared Question 
Representations
Bi-Attention
Max pooling
+ Affine 
+ Sigmoid
True next question?
Conversation History
Topic 
BiGRU
Shared Topic
(b) Informativeness and Specificity Model
Figure 2: Model architectures of (a) our question generation model, which takes only the shared topic and conver-
sation history to generate the next question in the conversation; and (b) the model to evaluate how informative and
specific generated questions are.
3.2 Generating Questions in Conversations
Before we delve into the proposed approaches for
training a question generator model to be prag-
matic, an introduction of the model itself is due.
For the purposes of this paper, we assume that
the shared topic T , the shared conversation his-
toryH, and the teacher’s knowledge K (which the
student has no access to) are all made available
to agents in natural language. Since we consider
information-seeking conversations only, the conver-
sation history is grouped into pairs of questions and
answers: H = [(q1, a1), (q2, a2), . . . , (q|H|, a|H|)].
To generate conversational questions, we build a
sequence-to-sequence model that encodes the infor-
mation available to the student and decodes it into
the next question in the conversation (see Figure
2(a)). Specifically, we first model the shared topic
T with a bi-directional LSTM (BiLSTM) (Hochre-
iter and Schmidhuber, 1997), and use the resulting
topic representation hT in the conversation encoder.
Then we obtain a representation of the conversation
with hierarchical LSTM encoders: we first encode
each pair of question and answer with hT using
a BiLSTM, then feed these pair representations
into a unidirectional LSTM in the direction that
the conversation unfolds. To generate the question,
we apply an LSTM decoder with attention both on
the topic and the conversation history (Bahdanau
et al., 2015). This allows us to efficiently batch
computation for each conversation by sharing these
representations across different turns. We include
detailed description of the model in Appendix A.
As a baseline, we train this model to minimize
the negative log likelihood (NLL) of questions ob-
served in the training set:
`NLL =− 1
Np
N∑
i=1
Mi∑
j=1
logPθ(q
(i)
j |H<j , T ), (1)
where θ stands for model parameters, Mi is the
number of pairs of questions and answers in con-
versation i, andNp =
∑N
i=1Mi is the total number
of such pairs in the training dataset.
3.3 Evaluating Informativeness through
Question Answering
In order to train the question generation model to
generate pragmatically apt questions that reveal
new information from K, we need to be able to
quantify informativeness in communication first.
However, informativeness is difficult to quantify
in an open-domain dialogue, and sometimes even
subjective. In this paper, we focus on providing an
objective metric for how much new information is
revealed by a question. We begin by defining the
informativeness of an answer a once it is provided,
by characterizing how much new information it
reveals about K given our knowledge of previous
answers in a conversation historyH<j up until the
point where a is provided
Ians(a;H<j) := 1− max
1≤k<j
Prec(a, ak), (2)
where Prec(a, ak) represents unigram precision
between the predicted answer a and a previously
given answer ak in the conversation history up until
the current question.1 Intuitively, the more a over-
laps with any of the previously revealed answers,
1The choice of unigram precision is here not one of ne-
cessity but simplicity and practicality. It is in principle in-
terchangeable with more sophisticated models of fuzzy text
overlap (e.g., BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020)).
the less new information it contains. This metric of
informativeness has the advantages of objectivity
and ease of automatic evaluation.
We use this definition of answer informativeness
to define the utility of potential questions. Specifi-
cally, we define the informativeness of a question as
the amount of new information it can immediately
reveal through its answer
I(q; C<j) := Ians(QA(q, C<j),H<j), (3)
where C<j = (H<j , T ,K) is the complete con-
text available to the teacher up until the question is
raised, QA(q, C<j) is a pretrained conversational
question answering (QA) model that answers the
question q from the knowledge source K given
this context. This is equivalent to using a point
estimate for P(a|q, C<j) to evaluate q’s expected
utility, which is practical for pragmatic reasoning
at scale by avoiding the need for aggregating over
a large set of candidate answers for each question.
In contrast, previous work on pragmatics often re-
quire probabilistic normalization in the space of
speaker utterances (questions) and listener actions
(answers), which is intractable in our setting.
This definition of informativeness is also explain-
able: it is easy for a human to inspect the answer
provided by the QA model and compare it to previ-
ous ones to understand how much new information
has been revealed. Note that this definition itself
also doesn’t rely on any specific QA model, al-
though more accurate QA models could result in
more accurate estimates of informativeness. For
simplicity, we use a bidirectional attention flow
model (Seo et al., 2017) with self-attention (Clark
and Gardner, 2018) as adapted for conversational
QA by Choi et al. (2018) (see Figure 2(b)).
3.4 Evaluating Question Specificity
Now that we have a metric to evaluate informa-
tivess, can we maximize it and obtain a good model
for generating pragmatic conversational questions?
It turns out that there are two issues with naı¨vely
optimizing this value: generated questions could
be overly generic or disruptive of the conversation
flow while still acquiring new information. For
instance, questions like What else? almost always
reveal new information. On the other hand, in
our example in Figure 1, Did they go on tour for
their 1983 album? seems more disruptive (topic-
changing) as the next question in the conversation
than the candidate questions in the figure.
To address this, we take a similar approach to
previous work by selecting negative examples to
target these issues and training a classifier to distin-
guish them from questions that were actually part
of the conversation (Lowe et al., 2017; Rao and
Daume´ III, 2018). Specifically, we select two kinds
of negative questions: frequent questions from the
training set (frequency>1) and random questions
other than the observed one from the same conver-
sation. We train a model (with shared parameters
with the QA model, see Figure 2(b)) to assign a
probability that a question is the true next question
(positive) given the conversation history, and define
this quantity as the specificity of the question
S(q;H<j , T ) := Pξ(q is positive|H<j , T ), (4)
where ξ is the parameters of the classifier optimized
with binary cross entropy loss. Once this classifier
is trained jointly with the QA model, we can use
this specificity reward to bias the model towards
generating questions that are not only informative,
but also specific to the given conversation history.
3.5 Generating Informative and Specific
Questions
Given the informativeness metric and specificity
reward, we can improve upon these by maximizing
the following reward function that blends the two
in a weighted sum
R(q; C<j) =λ1I(q; C<j) + (1− λ1)S(q;H<j , T ).
(5)
However, since this quantity can only be evaluated
once a complete question has been generated, the
non-differentiability of the decoding process pre-
vents us from directly optimizing it with respect
to θ using gradient-based optimization. However,
we can still estimate the gradient of the expected
reward of generated questions, Eq∼Pθ [R(q)] using
REINFORCE (Williams, 1992), a reinforcement
learning technique. For an example q, the gradi-
ent estimate is the gradient of the following loss
function
`R(q) = −
[
R(qˆ)− b(q)] logPθ(qˆ) (6)
where qˆ is a sample from Pθ and we dropped the
dependency on C<j for notational clarity. b(q) is
called the baseline function, which, if chosen care-
fully, reduces the variance of this gradient estimate
and results in faster convergence. We apply a tech-
nique called self-critical sequence training (Rennie
et al., 2017), which selects b(q) = R(qG), the re-
ward obtained by the greedily decoded sequence,
qG, from the question generator.
To ensure that the generator maximizes the de-
sired reward function without losing fluency in gen-
erated questions, we combine `R with negative log
likelihood during model finetuning (Paulus et al.,
2018). We finetune a pretrained question generator
(with `NLL) using the following objective
` = λ2`R + (1− λ2)`NLL. (7)
Here, `R = 1Np
∑N
i=1
∑Mi
j=1 `R(q
(i)
j ). We choose
λ1 = 0.5 and λ2 = 0.98 in our experiments, which
were chosen by tuning the model on the dev set.
4 Experiments
Data. For our experiments, we use the QuAC
dataset presented by Choi et al. (2018). Although
other similar datasets share some common charac-
teristics, some crucial differences render them inap-
plicable for our experiments. For instance, CoQA
(Reddy et al., 2019) gives both agents access to the
context, while Wizard of Wikipedia (Dinan et al.,
2019) doesn’t assign the student agent clear goals
of acquiring new information.
Since QuAC’s test set is held private for fair eval-
uation, for this work we repurpose the original dev
set as our test set. We randomly split the training set
into training and development partitions, ensuring
that the Wikipedia entities discussed in conversa-
tions do not overlap between these partitions. The
goal of the split is to obtain a development set that
is roughly as large as the repurposed test set. The
statistics of our data split can be found in Table 1.
Training. We follow the recipe available in Al-
lenNLP (Gardner et al., 2018) to train the QA
model on QuAC, and make sure that it obtains
performance on par with that reported by Choi
et al. (2018) on the official dev set (with multi-
ple answer references).2 We use the Adam opti-
mizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with default hyper-
parameters to train and finetune our question gener-
ator, and anneal the learning rate by 0.5 whenever
dev performance doesn’t improve for more than
3 consecutive epochs (patience=3). When train-
ing finishes, the specificity classifier achieves ap-
proximately 75% F1 on the dev set when the true
2However, in practice, we remove the ELMo component,
which greatly speeds up computation at the cost of only losing
2–3 F1 in answer prediction.
Split Orig. # Entities # Dialogues # QA pairs
Train Train 2727 10572 76338
Dev Train 264 995 7230
Test Dev 721 1000 7354
Table 1: Data split of the QuAC dataset used in our
experiments.
next question, sampled frequent questions and ran-
dom questions from the same conversation have
a balanced ratio of 1:1:1. For unanswerable ques-
tions in QuAC, we revise Equation (3) and set in-
formativeness to zero if the predicted answer is
CANNOTANSWER, as the answer does not reveal
new information about the hidden knowledge K.
5 Results
5.1 Metric-based Evaluation
For the baseline model and our model finetuned
for informativeness and specificity, we generate
predictions with greedy decoding for simplicity.
We evaluate the models and predictions on con-
ventionally used metrics such as perplexity (PPLX)
of the reference question and the F1 score of the
ROUGE-L metric (ROUGE-L) (Lin, 2004) between
the predicted questions and the reference. The for-
mer helps verify the overall quality of our model,
while the latter helps us compare single-reference
metrics to our proposed ones. We also report the in-
formativeness metric (INFO) and specificity reward
(SPEC) for these models, and compare them to the
reference questions on these measures on both the
dev and test sets.
As shown in Table 2, the baseline model and our
pragmatically finetuned model achieve comparable
performance when evaluated against the reference
question using n-gram overlap metrics (ROUGE-L),
and the perplexity of the reference question is only
slightly worse. As expected, these metrics tell us
nothing about how well the model is going to fare in
actual communication, because perplexity doesn’t
evaluate the usefulness of generated questions, and
ROUGE-L can barely tell these systems apart.
We can also see in Table 2 that the finetuned
model improves upon the baseline model on both
the informativeness and specificity measures. Fur-
ther, we notice that despite their high specificity,
the reference questions are only about as informa-
tive as our baseline questions on average, which is
a bit surprising at first sight. Further analysis re-
veals that about 12.6% of dev questions and 15.7%
System
dev test
PPLX ROUGE-L INFO SPEC PPLX ROUGE-L INFO SPEC
Reference – – 0.6387 0.8254 – – 0.6352 0.8211
Baseline 8.457 25.54 0.6530 0.7605 8.081 24.33 0.6642 0.7786
Our Model 9.243 25.57 0.7398 0.8341 8.786 24.91 0.7524 0.8346
Table 2: Evaluation of the baseline system, our pragmatically finetuned system, and the reference questions on
conventional metrics as well as our proposed metric and reward functions.
Win Tie Lose p-value
Ours vs. Baseline
Overall 30.0% 48.0% 22.0% 0.108
INFO 21.0% 68.5% 10.5% 0.015
SPEC 26.0% 53.5% 20.5% 0.171
Ours vs. Human Reference
Overall 16.0% 25.0% 59.0% < 10−6
INFO 9.0% 72.0% 19.0% 0.011
SPEC 13.0% 27.5% 59.5% < 10−6
Table 3: Human evaluation comparing questions our
system generated to those from the baseline, as well as
the original reference questions in QuAC. We perform
a bootstrap test with 106 samples for the difference be-
tween pairs of systems and report the p-values here.
test ones are considered unanswerable by crowd
workers, which is a byproduct of the information-
asymmetric setting adopted when the data was
collected. As a result, many reference questions
could be considered uninformative by our defini-
tion, since they might cause the QA model to ab-
stain from answering.
5.2 Human Evaluation
Although results in Table 2 show that our model
sees substantial improvements on the proposed in-
formativeness and specificity metrics, it remains
unclear whether these improvements correlate well
with human judgement of quality, which is critical
in the application of the resulting system. To study
this, we conduct a comparative human evaluation.
We randomly selected 100 turns from the test set,
and asked two NLP PhD students to evaluate the
reference questions, as well as those generated by
the baseline model and our model. These questions
are evaluated on their overall quality, informative-
ness, and specificity in a blinded test. For each
of these three metrics, the annotators are asked to
rank the candidate questions on each metric, and
ties are allowed in each of them. Prior to annota-
tion, both annotators were educated to follow the
same guidelines to ensure high agreement.
As shown in Table 3, human annotators favor
our system over the baseline on informativeness
(89.5% of our questions are considered equally or
more informative), and to a lesser extent, overall
quality (78.0%) and specificity (79.5%). This dif-
ference is partly due to the inherent nature of these
annotation tasks: while our annotators agree on
77.3% of the pair-wise judgements regarding in-
formativeness, agreement decreases to 71.7% for
overall quality and 70.3% for specificity since they
are more subjective. It is encouraging, however,
that our system is also considered equally or more
informative than the human reference 81% of the
time. What negatively affects human’s perception
of the overall quality of questions our system gen-
erates is largely attributable to the over-genericness
of these questions compared to the references.
6 Analysis
We further analyze concrete examples of generated
questions in conversations to understand the behav-
ior of our informativeness and specificity metrics.
Case Study. To sanity check whether our infor-
mativeness metric and specificity reward match
human intuition, we manually inspect a few exam-
ples from the test set. Figure 3 represents a case
where all the questions our system generated are
considered equal to or more informative than the
reference and baseline generated questions by our
metric. As shown in the example, the baseline sys-
tem is prone to generating topical but uninformative
questions (BL2 and BL3). Our system finetuned
on our reward function is more pragmatic and asks
about relevant questions that can likely be answered
from the unseen paragraph K. Our informativeness
metric also correctly identifies that both Ours3 and
Ref3 are good questions that reveal new informa-
tion about K, although there is very little overlap
between the two. On the other hand, the specificity
Background: Spandau Ballet (English band)
Topic: 1983–1989: International success and decline
Candidate Questions
BL1: What happened in 1983?
Ours1: What happened in 1983?
Ref1: What was the first indication of Spandau Ballet’s
success at the international level?
Ans1: The follow-up album, Parade, was released in June
1984, and its singles were again big successes in the charts
in Europe, Oceania and Canada.
BL2: What was the name of the album?
Ours2: What was the most popular single from the album?
Ref2: What were the notable songs from the album Parade?
Ans2: The album’s opening song, “Only When You
Leave”.
BL3: What was the name of the album that was released?
Ours3: What other songs were on the album?
Ref3: How did the opening song do on the charts?
Ans3: Became the band’s last American hit.
BL4: What was the last album that they released?
Ours4: What other songs were on the album?
Ref4: Are there any other interesting aspects about this
article?
Figure 3: A success example where our automatic met-
rics align well with human judgement of informative-
ness and specificity, when comparing questions gener-
ated by the baseline (BL), our system (Ours), and the
original human-written reference (Ref).
reward successfully identifies that BL3 and Ref4
are the least specific questions of their respective
turn, where the former is disconnected from the
most recent topic under discussion (the song), the
latter is phrased in an overly generic way.
We also demonstrate some clear failure cases.
In Figure 4, we see that our informativeness and
specificity measures make judgements a human
will unlikely make, as the topic implies K is un-
likely to contain information about Moyet’s first
album/recording. In fact, the QA model fails to rec-
ognize that these questions (BL1,2, Ours1,2,3, Ref1)
are unanswerable, and instead assigns them high in-
formativeness. The specificity model, on the other
hand, fails to recognize near paraphrases (BL1 vs
Ours1) and a question that was likely just answered
(BL3). A positive finding in this example is that the
informativeness metric is well-aligned with prag-
matic behavior in the fourth turn—had Moyet won
the Grammy, the previous answer (A3) would have
mentioned it instead of just her nomination.
We include the answering contexts for these ex-
amples in Appendix B for the reader’s reference.
Explainable Informativeness. As stated in Sec-
tion 3.3, our definition of informativeness is ex-
plainable to humans—we demonstrate this with
concrete examples. For instance, in the example
Background: Alison Moyet (English singer)
Topic: 1990s: Further recordings and hiatus
Candidate Questions
BL1: What was the first album released?
Ours1: What was her first recording?
Ref1: What did she do in 1990?
INFO: Ref = BL = Ours SPEC: Ref ≈ Ours > BL
Ans1: CANNOTANSWER
BL2: What was her first album?
Ours2: What was her first album?
Ref2: What else did she record in the 1990’s?
INFO: Ref = BL = Ours SPEC: BL=Ours>Ref
Ans2: Hoodoo.
BL3: What was the name of the album?
Ours3: What was her first album?
Ref3: Did he reach bill board charts?
INFO: BL = Ref > Ours SPEC: Ours>BL>Ref
Ans3: Yes, and Moyet was nominated for a Grammy for
the single
BL4: What was the song called?
Ours4: What other songs did she release?
Ref4: Did she receive an award?
INFO: BL = Ours > Ref SPEC: BL≈Ours≈Ref
Figure 4: A failure case of our informativeness met-
ric and specificity reward, when comparing reference
questions (Ref), baseline generated questions (BL), our
those generated by our model (Ours).
in Figure 3, although the question What happened
in 1983? is phrased rather vaguely, the QA model
is able to identify its correct answer from the para-
graph The band released their third album, True, in
March 1983, which does bring up new information.
Similarly, the QA model correctly identifies that
the question our model generated on the second
turn (Ours2) has the same answer as the human ref-
erence (Ref2), which introduces a new entity into
the conversation. BL2 and BL3 are deemed uninfor-
mative in this case since the QA model offered the
exact answer about the album True again. Although
this answer would be about an incorrect entity in
the context after the first exchange (the album True
instead Parade, which is the focus of discussion),
the large amount of overlap between this answer
and Ans1 is still sufficient to regard these questions
as less informative.
In the example in Figure 4, as we have men-
tioned previously, the QA model is poorly cali-
brated for when it should abstain from answering
questions. Specifically, for all the “first album”
questions, the QA model answers Hoodoo was re-
leased in 1991, which is factually incorrect. It does
correctly identify that Ref4 is unanswerable from
the paragraph, however. Our model pragmatically
avoids generating this uninformative question, be-
cause the answerer/paragraph should not have just
mentioned her nomination had she won the award.
We note that an exploitable flaw of this infor-
mativeness metric is that it does not prevent the
questioner from asking vague, open-ended ques-
tions (e.g., What else do you know?) to acquire
knowledge. In fact, in our analysis we find this
strategy adopted by QuAC’s crowd workers. How-
ever, our specificity reward penalizes genericness,
and therefore alleviates this issue in the questions
our system generates.
We also conducted an analysis of the specificity
of generated questions showing our system repeats
n-grams from previous questions less frequently,
and refer the reader to Appendix C for details.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a question generation
system in information-seeking conversations. By
optimizing our proposed automatic metrics for in-
formativeness and specificity, the model is able to
generate pragmatically relevant and specific ques-
tions to acquire new information about an unseen
source of textual knowledge. Our proposed method
presents a practical if shallow implementation of
pragmatics in an open-domain communication set-
ting beyond simple reference games. We hope that
our work brings the community’s attention to this
important problem of natural language communi-
cation under information asymmetry.
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A Model Details
In this section, we include the details of the
question generation model and the informative-
ness/specificity model we used in our experiments.
A.1 Question Generator
For the input to the encoder and decoder models in
our question generator, we tokenize them with the
spaCy toolkit,3 and initialize word representations
with 100-dimensional GloVe vectors (Pennington
et al., 2014). As shown in Figure 2, we also in-
troduce special XML-like symbols to delimit dif-
ferent parts of the input to various models. The
representations of these special symbols are ran-
domly initialized, and finetuned with those of the
top 1000 most frequent words in the training set
during training.
For the topic containing the title of the Wikipedia
page and the background on the entity after concate-
nating them with special symbols, we feed them
into a topic BiLSTM model and obtain the topic
representation with a multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
attention mechanism, using the concatenated final
state from each direction of the BiLSTM as the key
hT =BiLSTMT (xT ), (8)
hattnT =MLPSelfAttn(hT ). (9)
We use this representation to initialize the Bi-
LSTM we use to encode each pair of turns in the
conversation that contains a question and its corre-
sponding answer
h0Hj =BiLSTMH,pair(xHj , h
attn
T ), (10)
which we in turn use as the input to our unidirec-
tional LSTM model to obtain the representation of
the entire conversation up until a certain turn
hH =BiLSTMH,conv([h0H1 , · · · , h0H|H| ]). (11)
Note that for modeling simplicity, we use the sec-
tion title as the 0th “turn” for each conversation.
We similarly obtain a summary representation of
the conversation with MLP self-attention
hattnH =MLPSelfAttn(hH), (12)
and concatenate it with hattnT to initialize the de-
coder.
3https://spacy.io/
To represent the input words in the decoder, we
use the same embedding matrix as the encoder. We
also employ weight tying between the input embed-
dings and the output weights for word prediction
to reduce parameter budget (Press and Wolf, 2017).
For each word in the decoder input, we concate-
nate its embedding with hattnT for topical context.
We provide the decoder access through attention
to all of the representations of encoded tokens, i.e.,
[hattnT , h
0
H0 , · · · , h0H|H| ]. Finally, the weighted av-
erage of encoder representations is combined with
the decoder LSTM’s representation of the decoded
sequence to yield a probabilistic distribution over
words in the vocabulary.
A.2 Informativeness/Specificity Model
For informativeness, we follow closely the open im-
plementation of BiDAF++ for QuAC that is avail-
able in AllenNLP (Gardner et al., 2018). For each
word, we concatenate its word representations with
character representations derived from a convolu-
tional neural network from its character spelling.
We replace the ELMo embeddings with GloVe ones
for computational efficiency, which results in a rel-
atively small drop in QA performance compared
to AllenNLP’s implementation (by about 2–3 F1on
the official dev set). Note that following Choi et al.
(2018), we use gated recurrent units (GRUs; Cho
et al., 2014) in this part of the model.
For the specificity model, we first encode the
topic and conversation history in a similar fashion
as we did for the encoder in the question genera-
tor. Then, this representation is combined with the
question representation from the BiGRU encoder
in the QA model via a bidirectional attention (bi-
attention) mechanism. The resulting representation
is combined with the question representation from
the bi-attention in the QA model, and max pooled
over time, before an affine transform is applied to
convert the representation into a score.
B Contexts for Case Study Examples
We include in Figures 5 and 6 the contexts that
contain the answer for the examples we stud-
ied in Section 6, with gold answers in the case
study highlighted in the paragraphs. Following
Choi et al. (2018), we concatenate an artificial
CANNOTANSWER token to the end of the paragraph
for the question answering model to abstain from
answering the question.
The band released their third album, True, in March 1983.
Produced by Tony Swain and Steve Jolley, the album
featured a slicker pop sound. It was at this point that
Steve Norman began playing saxophone for the band. Pre-
ceded by the title track which reached number one in
various countries, the album also reached number onein
the UK. Their next single, “Gold”, reached number 2.
[
::
The
::::::::
follow-up
:::::
album,
::::::
Parade,
:::
was
:::::::
released
::
in
:::
June
:::::
1984,
:::
and
::
its
::::::
singles
::::
were
::::
again
:::
big
::::::::
successes
::
in
:::
the
:::::
charts
::
in
::::::
Europe,
::::::
Oceania
:::
and
:::::::
Canada.]Ans1 [:::The::::::album’s:::::::opening
::::
song,
:::::
“Only
:::::
When
:::
You
::::::
Leave”]Ans2 , [:::::became:::the::::::band’s
:::
last
:::::::
American
:::
hit.]Ans3 At the end of 1984, the band per-
formed on the Band Aid charity single and in 1985 per-
formed at Wembley Stadium as part of Live Aid. During
this same year, Spandau Ballet achieved platinum status
with the compilation The Singles Collection, which kept
the focus on the band between studio albums and celebrated
its five years of success. However, the album was released
by Chrysalis Records without the band’s approval and the
band instigated legal action against the label. In 1986,
Spandau Ballet signed to CBS Records and released the
album Through the Barricades, in which the band moved
away from the pop and soul influences of True and Parade
and more toward rock. Though the first single, “Fight for
Ourselves” peaked at 15 in the UK, the title track and the
album both reached the Top 10 in the UK and Europe. Af-
ter a hiatus from recording, the band released their next
album, Heart Like a Sky, in September 1989. The album
and its singles were unsuccessful in the UK, and the album
itself was not released in the United States. It did, however,
do well in Italy (where its singles “Raw” and “Be Free
with Your Love” reached the Top 10) and also in Belgium,
Germany and the Netherlands. CANNOTANSWER
Figure 5: Private context that contains the answers to
questions in our case study example in Figure 3.
C Specificity Analysis
We examine the outputs of our model to assess
whether finetuning on the specificity reward results
in more specific questions rather than generic and
repetitive ones. To measure this, we compute the
n-gram overlap between generated questions and
all questions in the conversation history for all sys-
tems. The lower this repetition is, the more likely
the system is bringing up new entities or topics in
its questions, and thus more specific to the given
conversation history. As can be seen in Figure
7, our system improves upon the baseline system
by reducing this repetition noticeably in longer n-
grams (n ≥ 3). When n is very large (n ≥ 8), our
pragmatic system is less repetitive even compared
to the human reference, which often contains long
and repetitive questions like Are there any other
interesting aspects about this article? as a generic
inquiry for more information.
Following a period of personal and career evaluation,
[
:::::
Hoodoo]Ans2 was released in 1991. The album sold re-
spectably in the UK, [
:::
and
:::::
Moyet
::::
was
::::::::
nominated
:::
for
::
a
::::::
Grammy
:::
for
:::
the
::::
single
:::
“It
::::
Won’t
:::
Be
:::::
Long”.]Ans3 However,
the release of Hoodoo marked the beginning of an eight-
year fight for Moyet to secure complete control of her artis-
ticdirection. Like many similar artists (including Aimee
Mann and the late Kirsty MacColl), Moyet was reluctant
to record a radio-friendly “pop” album simply for the sake
of creating chart hits. Moyet’s next album, Essex (1994),
was also a source of controversy for her; in order for the
album to be released, her label(now Sony) insisted that
certain Essex tracks be re-recorded and re-produced, and
that there be additional material remixed to create a more’
commercial’ package. The video for the single “Whisper-
ing Your Name” again featured Dawn French. Following
the release of Essex, Sony released a greatest hits com-
pilation of Moyet’s work. Singles entered the UK charts
at No. 1 and, following a UK tour, was re-issued as a
double CD set which included “Live (No Overdubs)”, a
bonus live CD. Upon re-issue, Singles charted again, this
time in the Top 20. Due to prolonged litigation with Sony,
Moyet did not record or release a new studio album for
over eight years after the release of Essex. During this time,
however, she recorded vocals for Tricky, Sylk-130, Ocean
Colour Scene, The Lightning Seeds, and King Britt, and
was featured on the British leg of the Lilith Fair tour. 2001
saw the release of The Essential Alison Moyet CD, and in
2002 The Essential Alison Moyet DVD. In 1995, she sang
back-up vocals with Sinead O’Connor for one of Dusty
Springfield’s last television appearances, singing “Where
Is a Woman to Go ?” on the music show Later With Jools
Holland. [
:::::::::::::::
CANNOTANSWER]Ans1
Figure 6: Private context that contains the answers to
questions in our case study example in Figure 4.
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Figure 7: Proportion of repeated n-grams in questions
from the conversation history. As can be seen from the
plot, our pragmatic system reduces the amount of n-
grams repeated from previous questions especially for
longer n-grams.
